Abstract-Recently, Ultra Wideband (UWB) Time of Arrival (ToA)-based localization in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have received considerable attention. For a typical WSN operating in indoor environments, the localization performance can be degraded considerably due to the existence of non-line-ofsight (NLOS) channel conditions between the sensor nodes. In these channel conditions the ranging accuracy is degraded due to the attenuation and/or loss of the Direct Path (DP) signal which ultimately imposes a positive bias on the ToA-based distance estimation. As a result there is a need for robust algorithms that have the capability to identify and mitigate those NLOS ranging conditions. In this paper, we propose a novel, low complexity wireless channel condition estimation algorithm that identifies the condition of the channel. Based on the estimated ToA and Received Signal Strength (RSS) the algorithm identifies the channel condition which can be either LOS, NLOS -DP available, or NLOS -DP not available. A channel measurement campaign was conducted in an office environment and the measurement results confirms the validity of our algorithm. To integrate our channel condition estimation into the localization schemes, we propose two weight assignment schemes which generate either a "soft weight" or a "hard weight". Simulation results show that our estimator has robust performance with success rate of 85%. The simulations also show that by taking advantage of the channel condition estimation, we are able to reduce the RMSE of the localization estimate by over 40%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative localization in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) has the potential to enable object and personnel tracking applications in public, commercial and military services. Typical examples include inventory, equipment tracking in warehouses and manufacturing floors; patient and medical equipment tracking in hospitals; and first responder and solider tracking for fire-fighters and battle field troop monitoring/commanding. [1] . In addition, localization in WSN can greatly reduce the deployment and maintenance cost for such networks [2] .
Time-of-Arrival (ToA) based ranging technique using UltraWideband radio has the potential to provide accuracy range Manuscript received Jan 15, 2009. This work is supported by Renesas Technology Inc. Nayef Alsindi is with the Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA. nayefalsindi@gmail.com. Chunjie Duan and Jinyun Zhang are with Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs, 201 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 USA. {duan, jzhang}@merl.com. Tsutomo Tsuboi is with Renesas Technology Corp., Nippon Bldg. 2-6-2, Ote-machi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0004, Japan. tsuboi.tsutomu@renesas.com measurement thanks to its broad bandwidth [4] . For a typical WSN connected with its nodes connected with R links, the performance of localization is highly dependent on the condition of the propagation channel of these R range measurements [10] . For range measurements under LOS channel conditions, the Direct Path (DP) is usually the strongest and UWB has been shown to offer excellent ranging accuracy [3] , [5] . Unfortunately, range measurements in NLOS channel conditions face a more difficult challenge, since the DP is either detected but attenuated or completely blocked. In the former case, the ranging performance of UWB is slightly degraded since the DP is not the strongest path. In the latter situation the DP is severely attenuated and blocked due to harsh obstacles and the UWB ranging accuracy is degraded significantly. In this pathological condition, range estimates using the the strongest path or the detectable first arrival will experience a positive bias [1] , [6] . Such a positive bias can be very large and therefore detrimental to the overall location accuracy especially if the localization algorithm uses all the available ranging measurements indiscriminately [1] .
Two steps need to be taken to address this issue. The first is to identify correctly the channel conditions associated with the range measurements. The second is to mitigate the ranging errors, especially positive bias in NLOS channels, in the localization process. Recently, several NLOS identification and mitigation techniques have been proposed. In [7] , the channel statistics (such as RMS delay spread) are used to identify NLOS links and a Weighted Least Squares (WLS) approach is used to mitigate the NLOS ranging errors. The paper, however, provides no physical justification since it was not based on actual channel measurements. Furthermore, the algorithm is computationally complex and energy inefficient as multiple range measurements are needed per link to build the channel statistics. In [8] , frequency diversity is used to identify the direct-path blockage. Based on channel measurements in a typical indoor environment, the authors show that the variation of ToA estimation across frequency sub-bands has a positive correlation with the channel condition. This approach requires a frequency hopping capable RF front end and therefore the sensor nodes would have higher cost, complexity and power consumption. It is also difficult to isolate the frequency dependency of the antennas from the channel, which directly impacts the effectiveness of such approach. Authors in [9] provides an overview and performance comparison of several other NLOS detection algorithms for UWB localization, including running variance, confidence metric, channel statistics (delay spread) and change of SNR. The running variance algorithm essentially computes the variance of subsequent range estimates and compares it against a predetermined threshold to decide between LOS and NLOS. Confidence metric and delay spread are very similar to [7] in that the mobile user analyzes the multipath profile to reach a decision. Finally, change of SNR algorithm detects sudden change of SNR as indication of the channel moving from LOS to NLOS, or vise versa. A common weakness in these approaches is that the algorithms and performance analysis use "blind" channel classification of NLOS and therefore lacks physical soundness.
In this paper, we propose a low complexity algorithm for estimating the channel condition. The estimator combines the measured ToA and received signal strength (RSS) to compute the probability of each channel condition using empirical a priori statistical channel model information. Since RSS is already available in the receivers (for automatic gain control, acquisition and etc.), our algorithm requires little or no additional hardware, no additional transmissions and the computation complexity is low. The algorithm is validated by channel measurement results conducted in an office environment. We also propose a "soft" and a "hard" weight assignment schemes which can be easily integrated into the localization algorithms. Our simulation results show that the performance of the proposed estimator is robust and that the accuracy of localization algorithm is significantly improved.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the details of our ToA-RSS based channel condition estimation algorithm. The results of our channel measurement are reported and discussed in Section III, which serve as validation to our algorithm as they match our analysis and models. In Section IV, we first briefly discuss the general localization algorithms and then present the simulation results highlighting the performance of our algorithms. Section V concludes this paper.
II. TOA-RSS BASED CHANNEL CONDITION ESTIMATION
As presented in existing literature, the channel condition of a radio link in a wireless network can be one of the followings [1] , [6] : 1) LOS channel: the DP between the transmitting node and the receiving node is unobstructed and therefore at the receiver, the direct path contains significant portion of the total received signal power. 2) NLOS-DP channel: the LOS is obstructed but the DP signal between the transmitting node and the receiving node is attenuated but detected. Depending on the receiver sensitivity, some energy of the direct path can be received. 3) NLOS-NDP channel: the LOS is obstructed and the DP signal between the transmitting node and the receiving node is completely blocked and therefore no energy is detected at the receiver. In this paper, these three channel conditions are denoted as C 0 , C 1 , C 2 respectively. In a realistic deployment environment, links in a WSN often are a mixture of all three channel conditions. Therefore, of the R range measurements, a fraction of them will be corrupted by LOS errors while the others will be corrupted by NLOS-DP and NLOS-NDP errors.
The estimated ToA between the i th and the j th nodes can be expressed asτ ij = τ ij + ζ ij , where τ ij is the true ToA between the nodes and ζ ij is the estimation error. The range estimation derived from the ToA estimation can be formally given asd
(1)
is the true distance between node i and j, ν is the speed of signal propagation, z ij is a zero mean measurement error and ij is the corrupting ranging error. Generally, γ ij > β ij |z ij |, i.e., the NLOS induced biases can be significantly larger. If not properly identified and treated, they will have detrimental effect on the localization accuracy.
In this paper, we propose a channel condition estimation scheme using both ToA-based range estimates and RSS measurements. The objective of our proposed scheme is as follows. Given a ToA-based range estimate,d, and an RSS measurement,r RSS , we compute the conditional probability p(C i |d,r RSS ) for i=1, 2 or 3. The intuition is that a small ToA-based range estimation and a low RSS generally indicate some degree of NLOS blockage and possible ToA estimate degradation. Similarly large distance estimates and relatively high signal power would imply LOS channel conditions since that generally means smaller power decay.
Given that the RSS value is generally available to the receiving node for automatic gain control (AGC) loop, this information can be considered as free. Our approach only requires ToA-estimation, RSS measurements and a priori information regarding the distance-power relationship, which is generally known given the deployment environment.
We first state that the conditional probability p(C i |d,r RSS ) can be computed using the Bayes' equation,
where
) is the distribution of the signal power for a given channel condition at a ToA estimated distance. p(C i |d) is the probability of the channel condition given the ToA estimated distance which can be similarly obtained using the Bayes' equation,
where f (d|C i )p(C i ) is the distribution of the ToA-estimated distances given the channel condition and p(C i ) is the probability of channel condition C i . The a priori information f (r RSS |C i ,d) can be obtained through channel measurements and modeling of the path loss P L = P t − r RSS , which describes the distance-power relationship. The path-loss model is typically given by where P 0 is the path-loss at a reference distance, typically 1 meter, α is the path-loss exponent and χ is the lognormally distributed shadow fading component. For NLOS channels, the path-loss can often fit to a two-piece model given as (5) where α 1 , χ 1 , α 2 and χ 2 are the path-loss exponents and shadow fading before and after the break distance and their values vary in different channel conditions due to the different degrees of shadowing [1] . The break distance is a parameter determined by the environment. Figure 1 illustrates typical path-loss behaviors for the three different channel conditions. In LOS channels, there are no obstructions between the sensor nodes which results in lower distance-power decay. However, NLOS channels exhibit higher distance-power decay because of the obstacles between the sensors. The path-loss behavior between C 1 and C 2 can be further distinguished due to the fact that in the former the DP is always available, albeit attenuated, while the in the latter the blockage of the DP (and perhaps other shadowed MPCs) results in higher distance-power decay. This means that at a given estimated distance, it is possible to distinguish between the channel conditions using the RSS and the a priori path-loss models.
Naturally it would seem that channel identification using this technique might suffer at shorter distance compared to longer distance. As illustrated in Figure 2 , at a close distance, e.g., d 1 , the distributions are fairly close to each other, making the identification more difficult compared to the distribution at a longer distance, e.g., d 2 . This situation is, however, somewhat alleviated for two reasons. First, at shorter distances the extent of the ranging error in the different conditions is not substantial. In other words, making a mistake in the identification between the three channel conditions at short distance has less significant impact on the localization since the ranging errors are not substantial. We will verify this claim through channel measurements and the distance-range error model in Section III. Secondly, when computing p(C k |d, r RSS ) in (2), the PDFs f (r RSS |C k ,d) will be weighted by p(C k |d), which is a function of f (d|C k ) and p(C k ). For example, assume that the occurrence of the conditions is equiprobable, i.e., p(C 0 ) = p(C 1 ) = p(C 2 ), then f (d|C 0 ) can be assumed as uniformly distributed between 0 and d c , where d c is the communication range. f (d|C 1 ) and f (d|C 2 ) are distance dependent. Intuitively, f (d|C 1 ) is a monotonic decreasing function ofd and f (d|C 2 ) is a monotonic increasing function ofd since DP blockage becomes more likely with increasing distance in NLOS conditions.
The following is a set of distributions that satisfy these conditions:
The simplicity of (5) and (6) can greatly reduce the overall computation complexity of the estimation algorithm based on (2) and (3). However, the validity of some these claims shall be verified not only by the theoretical analysis given above, but also through channel measurement results in a realistic indoor environment. The following section describes our channel measurement campaign in detail and shows that the measurement results matches our expectation (models).
III. UWB CHANNEL MEASUREMENT
To validate the assumptions used in the Bayesian channel condition estimation algorithm proposed in Section II, we conducted frequency domain UWB indoor channel measurements. The measurements were conducted on the 7th floor of Mitsubishi Electric Research Labs, which is considered a typical office environment. 5 sets of measurement data were collected with a mixture of LOS and NLOS channels. Figure 3 illustrates the measurement locations. For each set of measurement, the transmitter was fixed at one location and the receiver was moved to different points, usually separated by 1m. Since the purpose of this measurement campaign is to develop robust NLOS identification algorithms, it was designed such that an extensive variety of channel response under different channel conditions were measured. For example, in one set of NLOS measurements the number of walls between the transmitter and receiver was limited to 1-2 walls in order to induce controlled DP attenuation with distance. In another set of NLOS measurement, the transmitter was fixed at the corner of the office area (location B in Figure 3 ) and the receiver was placed in different offices thereby the number of obstacles/walls increases with distance. This specifically provides situations where the obstacles and attenuation of the DP increases with distance. The collective measurement database was divided into LOS and NLOS. The NLOS measurement database was further divided into NLOS-DP and NLOS-NDP at the post processing stage by examining if detectable energy is present at the expected ToA of DP signals.
The measurement setup is similar to what is described in [1] , [6] . An Agilent E8363B vector network analyzer (VNA) is employed, which sweeps over the frequency range of 3-8 GHz. Frequency response of the channel, H ch or the S21 parameter is measured at 16001 sampling points, which translates into a frequency resolution of Δf = 312.5KHz. To measure up to 15 meter antenna separation in NLOS channels with sufficient SNR, the VNA output is amplified by a 30 dB power amplifier (Mini-Circuit ZVE-8G+), which has the frequency range of 3-8GHz. Both the transmitter and receiver antennas are 3.0GHz -10 GHz, omni-directional UWB antennas designed at Mitsubishi Electric. The transmitter and receiver antenna heights were both fixed at 1.5 meters. Such a setup gives us an overall dynamic range of 120 dB. The operation and data collection of the measurement setup is remotely controlled by a software written in LabView. This removes the impact of human motion in the vicinity of the measurement areas and guarantees static channels.
In ToA-based ranging, the discrete time domain channel impulse response (CIR), h(n) is of more importance. The following are the steps taken to convert each frequency domain measurement to a time domain CIR.
• The channel frequency response is obtained by removing (calibrating) the frequency response of the measurement system (cables, amplifier, etc), H comp , from the measured response H all or H ch (f ) = H all /H comp .
• Passing H ch through a windowing function, such as Hanning window (W hn ) to reduce the noise side lobes: For each measurement, the channel power-delay-profile (PDP) is generated directly from CIR as |h(n)| 2 . Energy of the paths withτ i delay is the total signal energy within a Δt window, centered at τ i . For example, the energy of DP,α DP is computed as the total energy within a window centered at τ DP , i.e., [τ DP − Δt 2 , τ DP + Δt 2 ], where Δt is the sampling clock period of the receiver, e.g., 2ns for 500MHz.
Every measurement is sorted into the three channel conditions based on the properties of its DP components. In LOS measurements, DPs are unobstructed and therefore a significant portion of the total energy is contained in the DP bin,τ DP . The NLOS measurements are further separated , exceed a threshold (e.g., 10 dB above noise floor), DP is declared present and the channel is classified as NLOS-DP. Otherwise, the channel is considered NLOS-NDP.
For ToA-based estimation of UWB signals, accuracy is mainly dependant on the presence of the DPs. The measurement results show that in LOS scenarios, DPs are usually the strongest path and the ranging error has very little dependency on the total received power. The ranging error can be modeled as a Gaussian random variable with mean of μ = 0.0033m and standard deviation σ = 0.022.
In NLOS-DP channels, the DP is not the strongest multipath component (MPC) even though it is detectable. In a bandlimited system, if we consider the power of the DP as the signal power then the SNR will be significantly lower than in the LOS channel conditions. The noise power here is composed of the additive Gaussian noise and energy from other MPCs close to the DP. This results in a larger ToA estimation error and higher dependency to the pass loss. The ranging error can again be modeled as a Gaussian distribution with a signal power dependent mean. Based on our measurement results, we have μ = 0.06(P L dB −35dB)+0.01m and standard deviation, σ = 0.039.
In the case of NLOS-NDP channels, the direct path is completely absent. The expected ranging errors grow exponentially with the pathloss and can be modeled as
Based on our measurements data, κ = 9. and ϕ is a Gaussian random variable with a standard deviation of σ ϕ = 0.238. Figure 4 plots the ranging error distributions in NLOS-DP and NLOS-NDP channels.
Our proposed channel condition estimation algorithm depends on the a priori information that describes the pathloss behavior in all three channel conditions. The empirical measurements and the corresponding pathloss models are shown in Figure 5 and the pathloss parameters obtained are provided in Table I . Path loss at 1-meter, P 0 , is measured to be 33dB. The pathloss results and models show a clear separation between the LOS and NLOS channels. The pathloss in NLOS-DP and NLOS-NDP diverge with increasing distance and it is clear from the figure that it is possible to distinguish between these two conditions. Figure 6 plots the ranging errors in all channel conditions as a function of the antenna separation. Two observations can be made from the results. First of all, at short distances the error is well contained within 0.5 meters. This confirms our earlier assumption that at closer distance, missed detection of a channel condition will not results in significant localization performance degradation. The second is that the severity of ranging error at longer distances can be significant, emphasize the importance of correct channel condition estimation/detection.
We also reason that the distribution of NLOS-DP, f (d|C 1 ), should be a monotonically decreasing function of the antenna Fig. 5 . Measured Pathloss for the three channel conditions. LOS, NLOS-DP and NLOS -NDP separation and f (d|C 2 ) a monotonically increasing function. This is confirmed by examining Figure 7 , which shows the histogram of the measured distances in NLOS-DP and NLOS-NDP. The distributions loosely fit the linear model of f (d|C 1 ) and f (d|C 2 ) given in (6).
IV. WSN LOCALIZATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The ultimate goal of providing a reliable channel condition estimation/detection algorithm is to facilitate the localization algorithm design for improved accuracy. Node localization can be implemented in both traditional networks and ad-hoc sensor networks. In traditional networks, ranging measurement is only performed between the mobile terminal (MT) and the reference point/base station (BS). In WSNs, ranging information is exchanged between sensor nodes and anchor nodes in order to achieve localization for the entire network. The set of nodes with a priori location information, A, are referred to as "anchor nodes". The nodes with unknown location are referred to as "sensor nodes" hereafter and the set is denoted as S. The localization process is to estimate the location of all nodes in S based on all or some of the available range estimates between nodes in both S and A. In either networks, the impact of corrupted or biased ToA-based ranging have shown in [10] to yield significant localization error and many instances useless location information. We will show that when our identification and mitigation algorithm is integrated in both types of networks, substantial performance gains can be achieved.
The performance of localization can be measured quantitatively with Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the node location, given by
where (x i , y i ) is the true coordinate of node i and (x i ,ŷ i ) the estimated coordinate. Without information about the corresponding channel conditions of the range estimates, the localization algorithms treat all range values equally. In such case, large ranging errors of the NLOS links often degrade the overall RMSE. If the channel condition estimate is available to the the localization process, algorithms can be designed to mitigate the NLOS-induced ranging error. Two approaches of using the output of channel condition estimator are described as follows. 1) A "hard" decision on the channel condition can be carried out by comparing p(C|d,r RSS ) for all three conditions and selecting the condition which maximizes p(C|d,r RSS ), as
The identification can be incorporated into a NLOS mitigating localization algorithm, such as WLS localization algorithm. A "hard" weight, w, is assigned to each link based on its identified channel condition, C k . 2) Alternatively, a "soft" weight assignment scheme can be used. The weight is computed as follows
where G 0 , G 1 and G 2 are hard weights that we select for the channel conditions LOS, NLOS-DP, and NLOS-NDP respectively and satisfies G 0 > G 1 > G 2 . In our simulations, we choose G 0 = 10, G 1 = 1 and G 2 = 0.1. Once the weight of each link is determined, a WLS solution of node i, (i ∈ S) locationθ = [x i ,ŷ i ] is the solution that minimizes the cost function given by [11] 
whered is the range measurement vector to the anchor nodes and F (θ) is the vector of estimated distance given by
where ( 
, with the diagonal element being the "hard weights" obtained from (8) or "soft weight" from (10) .
We first simulate the performance of the algorithm in a traditional network consists of a single MT and 4 BSs. The MT is deployed randomly in a 15m × 15m grid. Four BSs are placed at the corners of the grid. For each link between the MT and BSs, the channel conditions are generated randomly with equal probability, p(C 0 ) = p(C 1 ) = p(C 2 ) and the RSS and ToA based range measurement are then generated randomly according to the channel models developed in section III. Based on the RSS and ToA measurements, the channel condition is then estimated according to the algorithm and a "soft" weight is used in node localization. In this experiment we ran 100 simulations and 100 node locations per simulation, a total of 40,000 simulated range measurements. The localization is simulated using both the channel-blind LS algorithm and our our proposed NLOS identification/mitigation algorithm.
As a first observation, our simulation results show that a "hard decision" channel identifier based on (8) has a success detection rate of 85%, indicating the robustness of our NLOS identification approach. The second observation, drawn by comparing the position RMSE CDFs of two different Fig. 8 . CDF of location RMSE using WLS localization algorithm against an LS localization algorithm algorithms (Figure 8 ), is that localization with our channel condition estimation and identification algorithm reduces the RMSE substantially. For instance, RMSE at 80% confidence level is reduced from 48cm to 23cm when our channel condition estimation and mitigation is used.
In the second set of experiments, we simulate the performance of our proposed algorithm in a WSN. The algorithm used in the simulation is the iterative distributed localization described in [12] , [13] . In this type of cooperative localization the network is composed of blind sensor nodes and small fraction of anchor nodes. In each iteration, sensor nodes range to first-hop neighbors and if they hear from at least 3 anchor nodes then they perform multilateration and estimate their positions. The newly localized nodes then transform to anchor nodes and aide the remaining sensor nodes in the iterative localization process. Once again, both the channel-blind LS and our proposed WLS identification and mitigation algorithm are simulated. The setup of the simulation consists of 12 anchor nodes and 80 sensor nodes. The sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a circle with 12.5m radius and the anchor nodes are deployed at the outer edge the sensor field. The angular deployment of the anchor nodes is uniformly distributed, while the radial deployment is uniformly distributed between 12.5 and 15 m. Again the ToA and RSS ranging is obtained through the developed empirical models from section III. Figure 9 gives one sample of the localization results. The actual node locations (represented by ·), estimated locations using the LS algorithm ( ) and estimated locations using our proposed algorithm (×) are all plotted in the same figure. Anchor nodes are marked as ⊕. The LS-based algorithm experiences substantial position estimation degradation towards the edge of the network. In comparison, our proposed algorithm shows substantial position estimation improvements. Figure  10 plots the respective CDFs of the RMSE for both the LS and WLS-based localizations in WSN for a total of 400 realizations. Using our proposed algorithm, we are able to achieve 0.85 meter RMSE at 80% confidence level, as opposed to over 2 m for the conventional LS based algorithm, a 58% improvement. UWB technology allows precision wireless localization and therefore provides a viable technology for enabling reliable and robust location based services in WSN applications. A major challenge facing distance/range estimation is the bias presented in NLOS channels and as a result, correctly identifying such channel condition is critical to the overall localization performance. This paper presents a low cost, low complexity channel condition estimation algorithm which utilizes both estimated ToA and received signal strength in addition to a priori channel model information. The validity of our algorithm is supported by the channel measurement conducted in an indoor environment. Further, the robustness of our estimator has been confirmed with both measurement and simulation data. We also proposed two weight assignment schemes and show through simulation results that by incorporating our channel condition estimation into localization processes, we are able to achieve substantial performance improvement in both traditional and sensor networks.
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